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2020 review of Solvency II
A long-term process
Solvency II harmonised the prudential framework for (re)insurers in the EU with its entry into application on 1 January 2016 through the definition of a single rule book for risk
based capital requirements and advanced risk management.
After the technical review of the Solvency II Delegated Regulation in 2018, the Commission is conducting a broader review of SII which cover the entire regulatory approach by
impacting all three pillars and extending the regulatory content.
The objective to this review is to maintain the regime fit for purpose in the current economic environment.

01/01/2019

01/01/2020

01/01/2021

Q3 2021

Feb 2019

Oct 19 – Jan 20

June 20

Dec 20

22.09.2021

European Commission asks EIOPA
for a technical advice
on the Solvency II 2020 review

EIOPA consultation
on all other issues

Deadline of the information request
for the holistic impact assessment
(extended in reaction
to the Covid-19 pandemic)

Delivery of EIOPA’s Opinion
to the European Commission
(extended in reaction
to the Covid-19 pandemic)

European
Commission's review
package

Jul – Oct 19
EIOPA consultation
on reporting and disclosure
and insurance guarantee schemes

Jul 20 – Sept 20

Legislative process for
amending Solvency II

Parallel discussions on
Delegated Regulation changes

Focus of this presentation

Complement to the ongoing
information request in order
to update the impact assessment

The entry into force of the revised Solvency II Directive is not expected before January 2025.
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2020 review of Solvency II
Achieving its multiple objectives by targeting specific elements - European Commission's review package

Long-term guarantee and
equity risk measures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extrapolation
Volatility adjustment
Risk margin
Equity investments
Diversification benefits
SCR for Interest rate risk
Further recognition of riskmitigation techniques

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

Proportionality
• Increase of the size thresholds
for the exclusion from the
Solvency II scope
• More suitable framework for
“low-risk profile” (re)insurers
• Specific arrangements for some
insurance and reinsurance
captive undertakings

Transparency

Supervision

Climate risks

• Adaptations to reporting and
• Cross-border insurance business • New requirements on long-term
disclosures (QRTs & RSR & SFCR) • Insurance groups supervision
climate change scenario analysis
• Differentiating information
• Introduction of two mandates to
within the SFCR by recipients
EIOPA as regards sustainability
(policyholders & beneficiaries vs
risks
other market participants)
• Audit of a substantial part of the
SFCR (covering the Solvency II
balance sheet)
Public
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2020 review of Solvency II
Long-term guarantee and equity risk measures – Focus on Extrapolation & Volatility Adjustment
Extrapolating interest rates
Interest rates are an important driver for the amounts that insurance and reinsurance companies have to put aside for future claims and benefits.
According to the European Commission, it is reasonable to determine the starting point for the extrapolation based on the depth of bond markets given the asset structure of the
insurers; but it is also important to consider information on longer-term interest rates (from financial instruments other than bonds), where available.
For that purpose, the Commission will consider building on the formula and parametrisation proposed by EIOPA. Nevertheless, a gradual implementation of this new extrapolation
method until the end of 2031 is planned to avoid disruptions, as it will have significant impact on insurers’ own funds in several markets.
EIOPA’s proposal: (see on the right the schematic view of the risk-free rate)
It will result in lower interest rates for maturities longer than 20 years.
(1) The first smoothing point (FSP) is equivalent to the current last liquid point, still set at 20 years
(2) The last liquid forward rate (LLFR) is the forward rate at the FSP from which the extrapolation starts

(3) The extrapolation is based on the LLFR, a convergence parameter and the UFR – no change for this last

In particular, there is no change concerning the application of the volatility adjustment (VA).

Volatility Adjustment
A new method for the VA calculation is specified in the EIOPA’s Opinion. It aims at better capturing the specificities of (re)insurer’s own investment portfolios (in its current form,
the VA is computed per currency and per market). With this new method, application ratios should be introduced to capture the mismatch between assets and liabilities durations
and to consider the degree of liabilities’ illiquidity.
The new VA would be split between a permanent and a macro-economic component:

𝑉𝐴 = 𝑉𝐴𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚,𝑐𝑢 + 𝑉𝐴𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜

with:


𝑉𝐴𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚,𝑐𝑢 , the permanent Volatility Adjustment, company and currency specific.



𝑉𝐴𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜,𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜 , the macroeconomic Volatility Adjustment.

New cases of using the volatility adjustment will become subject to supervisory authorization.
© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
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2020 review of Solvency II
Long-term guarantee and equity risk measures – Focus on Risk Margin
EIOPA has proposed changes to the risk margin to “account for the time dependency of risks”. This is intended to reduce the sensitivity of the risk margin to interest rate changes.
EIOPA has noted that this will reduce the amount of the risk margin for long-term liabilities in particular, hence will be of significant interest to insurers writing long-term business.
The proposition (as amended by the European Commission, without a floor parameter, to allow for more effective mitigation of volatility than under EIOPA’s proposal) is to change the
risk margin calculation formula in order to introduce a exponential and time dependent element λ:

RM = 𝐶𝑜𝐶 ∗ 
𝑡≥0

𝜆𝑡 ∗ 𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑡
, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐶𝑜𝐶 = 5%, λ = 0,975
1 + 𝑟𝑡+1 𝑡+1

EIOPA has not identified any reason to change the Cost of Capital rate, as this was reviewed in detail as part of the Second set of Advice to the European Commission on specific
items in the Solvency II Delegated Regulation in 2018. However, the Commission has announced they will consider reducing the Cost of Capital rate from 6% to 5%.

Illustration of the impact of such a change on the Luxembourgish life
insurance market, based on:
- the impact assessment regarding the Luxembourgish market,
considering the floor initially proposed by EIOPA (source: EIOPA BACKGROUND DOCUMENT ON THE OPINION ON THE 2020 REVIEW
OF SOLVENCY II)
- 2020 Risk Margin figures (source : Deloitte - Insurance Market
Insights)
© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

Millions

The change of methodology initially proposed by EIOPA, considering a floor (50%) on the element λ and without the change in the cost of capital, would have reduced the risk margin
by around 15% on the Luxembourgish market, depending mainly on the portfolio’s duration.
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2020 review of Solvency II
Long-term guarantee and equity risk measures – Focus on SCR elements

Long-Term equity investments
The European Commission considers simplifying the conditions under which equity investments, including via infrastructure funds, would be treated as “long-term”. This would
expand the scope of equities that can be subject to the more favorable 22% risk factor (instead of the reference 39% for listed equities and 49% for unlisted equities).

Diversification benefits
The European Commission, in accordance with EIOPA advices, considers reducing the correlation parameter for spread risk and interest rate risk (downward scenario) to 0.25.

Calculating the capital requirement for interest rate risk
Recent analyses have highlighted that risks related to interest rates’ movements are not properly considered (even underestimated) in Solvency II framework. In addition,
consistency with extrapolation method should be assured.

The Commission will consider EIOPA’s advice on modelling the interest rate risk in the standard formula with a “relative shift” approach, and parameters of which vary in function of
the maturity. For each currency, the approach and parametrization proposed by EIOPA could be used to derive the stressed risk-free interest rates for maturities up to the starting
point of the baseline extrapolation.
However, the Commission introduces an exception regarding the extrapolation for long-term interest rates. The remaining rates could be extrapolated in the same manner but towards
a stressed ultimate forward rate.
A progressive introduction of this change over a period of five years after the adoption of the amendments is scheduled.

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
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2020 review of Solvency II
Proportionality – Low-risk profile undertakings
Criteria for identifying low-risk profile undertakings
For two consecutive financial years prior to such classification, all of the following
criteria shall be met (for pure life or non-life undertakings):
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.

Life specifics: Ratio of the gross SCR for interest rate risk over the
gross technical provisions not higher than 5%
Non-life specifics: average combined ratio net of reinsurance of the
last three years less than 100 %
Not underwriting more than 5 % of annual gross written premiums
outside of its home jurisdiction
Life specifics: gross technical provision not higher than 1bn€
Non-life specifics: gross written premiums not higher than 100 m€
Non-life specifics: Not underwriting more than 30% of the annual
gross written premiums in Land vehicles, Railway rolling stock,
Aircraft, Ships, Goods in transit, Credit and Suretyship lines of
business
Not investing in non-traditional investments more than 20% of their
total investments
Accepted reinsurance, measured by gross written premiums, not
higher than 50%

Undertakings using an approved partial or full internal model and those which
are parent undertakings of an insurance group shall never be classified as lowrisk profile undertakings, unless the group is classified as a low-risk profile group.

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

Specific arrangements for low-risk profile undertakings (EIOPA’s Opinion)
Not exhaustive
Pillar 1
Best Estimate
Prudent deterministic valuation for contracts with options and guarantees
if some conditions are satisfied (instead of stochastic assessments)
SCR
Integrated approach to the calculation of capital requirements for immaterial
risks in the standard formula to enhance the proportionality in the Solvency
framework:
1. Identification step of immaterial risks
2. Application phase
3. Reassessment phase after 3 years

𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑡𝑘 = max (𝑆𝐶𝑅0𝑘 ; 𝑓 𝑘 ∙ 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑘 )
Pillar 2
Some simplifications regarding:
• Key functions positioning
• (Frequency of) ORSA
• Frequency of the review of written policies
Pillar 3
• Frequency of full SFCR lightened, not subject to audit
• Amendments which should be further described
Public
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2020 review of Solvency II
Climate risks - Amendments related to the European Green Deal

Climate
scenario
analysis*

*Insurers classified as low-risk profile undertakings
are exempted from scenario analyses.

EIOPA would be mandated to:
• explore by 2023 whether a dedicated
prudential treatment of exposures related
to assets or activities associated
substantially with environmental and/or
social objectives would be justified
•

review regularly (at least every three years)
the scope and the calibration of parameters
of the standard formula pertaining to
natural catastrophe risk.
© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

Sustainability
risks

(Re)Insurers will have to identify any material exposure to
climate change risks and, where relevant, to assess the impact
of long-term climate change scenarios on their business as part
of their ORSA:
1. Identification and assessment whether it has any material
exposure to climate change risks. The undertaking shall
demonstrate the materiality of its exposure to climate
change risks;
2. Where it has, the undertaking shall specify at least two
long-term climate change scenarios, including the
following:
(a) a long-term climate change scenario where the
global temperature increase remains below two
degrees Celsius;
(b) a long-term climate change scenario where the
global temperature increase is equal to or higher
than two degrees Celsius.
3. Analysis of the impact on the business of the undertaking
of the long-term climate change scenarios at regular
intervals (no longer than three years);
4. The long-term climate change scenarios shall be reviewed,
at least every three years.

Public
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Corporate tax governance today is notably…
ATAD I, ATAD II and soon ATAD III…
• ATAD I is the EU version of BEPS dealing notably with:
 (i) interest limitation,
 (ii) exit taxation,
 (iii) general anti-abuse rule - GAAR,
 (iv) CFC rules and
 (v) hybrid mismatches in EU.
• ATAD II’s objective is to neutralize the tax effects of hybrid
arrangements, exploiting differences in the tax treatment of an
entity or instrument under the laws of two countries to achieve a
deduction in both States.
• Entails more information to populate in the tax returns
• ATAD III (OECD Pillar II) is focused on shell entities to fight their use
for tax purposes entailing checks on substance, activities,
governance,…

Transfer Pricing rules

Tax
function

CRS/FATCA
Audits took place to review the compliance of the Financial
Institutions with AEOI regulations, many of them already received
a formal request to provide in a short timeframe (i.e. 1.5 months) a
list of information and documentation.

Tax impacts linked to FPS
Distributing products in EU through FPS can entails
obligations/formalities in the countries concerned as e.g. form
2745 “Obligation to file Income Statements in connection with
cross-border business activity”.
Besides, PE recognition analysis are done by tax authorities e.g.
Italy

Tax
reporting

Tax agent

PE
recognition
© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

The transfer pricing rules of 2015 continue to have effects
today:
• Impact of BEPS and OECD Chapter 10 (Par. 10.219)
• Permanent Establishment recognition
• Campaign by Luxembourg tax authorities
• Tax Audit Environment
• Focus by regulators on Tax governance as indicator of
proper management as part of on-site visits
• Impacts of regulatory developments
• IP Regime

DAC 6
DAC 6 reporting live since 1st January 2021 in case of
reportable cross border arrangements based on the law dated
25 March 2020:
• Impact on business model/activities/products of the
Insurance company
• DAC 6 policy/governance needed to integrate DAC 6 in the
process
• Audit trail of analysis/reporting done
• Being careful on impacts from Brexit
• Tax audits are now live!

The Luxembourg Law of 18 June 2020 introduced or updated some
key FATCA and CRS requirements, such as:

The obligation to document controls, the principle of data
limitation, the power of investigation of the Luxembourg tax
authorities, and sanctions in case of non-compliance;

From 2021, a CRS NIL report must be submitted to the
Luxembourg tax authorities even if there are no account
holders to report. The same NIL report obligation is already
existing under FATCA.

Stamp
duties
Public
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Focus on Covid-19
« Force majeure »

Social
Security

Starting point

Workdays worked from the home of the
non-resident workers not taken into
account for the calculation of the 25%
threshold

Tolerance applicable until 31
December 2021 (Germany &
Belgium) and 15 November
2021 (France)

Workdays worked from the home of the
non-resident workers not taken into
account for the calculation of the
applicable tax agreements

Tax agreements applicable
until 31 December 2021

13/03/2020
17/03/2020
19/03/2020

Personal
Income Tax

Starting point

*

11/03/2020
14/03/2020

Be careful! Application not always
automatic, which may require the
exercise of the option by the employee,
and for the employer, commitments on
the employee's work schedule during
the Covid period

* Belgium: new workdays’ tolerance of 34 workdays as
from 1st January 2022.

Be careful! Keeping a qualitative work
schedule by the employee is essential
and should be made available to the
employer in real time
© 2021 Deloitte Tax & Consulting
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Personal Tax Measures – 2021 budget law

The 2021 budget law introduces several changes to the personal income tax rules aimed at increasing tax fairness while keeping the country competitive to attract and
retain key talent

2021 Real estate new provisions

Participative Premium
- hot topics in
remuneration
2021 New Inpatritate Tax Regime
& Inpatriate Premium
- hot topic for attracting top talent

© 2021 Deloitte Tax & Consulting
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Personal Tax Measures
Modernization Inpatriate Tax Regime & Premium

© 2021 Deloitte Tax & Consulting
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PRIIPs
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PRIIPs Regulatory Update
Current status

February 2021

Q3 2021

1st July 2022

The European Supervisory
Authorities (“ESA”) finally
agreed on an amended text of
the PRIIPs Regulatory Technical
Standards on 3 February 2021.

The European Commission has endorsed the RTS
text on 7th of September 2021.
The following changes have been approved
• Quick fix’ to PRIIPs Level 1 Regulation: change
of UCITS exemption from 31 December 2021
to 30 June 2022
• Quick fix’ to UCITS Level 1 Directive: fund
managers can produce a PRIIP KID instead of a
UCITS KIID for professional share classes not
intended for retail investors.
• Endorsement of the revised RTS without any
content changes

GO LIVE

The RTS are expected to be approved by the
Parliament and Council in the course of Q4-2021
© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
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What are the impacts of the new RTS?
What are the proposed amendments for PRIIPs analytics?
Changes that are relevant for your scope of KID and could impact your PRIIPs analytics :
• Performance scenario calculation for SID is now based on 10 years of history
and 5 years more than the RHP.
• The stress scenario now cannot be more optimistic than the unfavorable
scenario
• Transaction costs are floored by explicit costs, i.e. no negative transaction
costs

From the 1st of July 2022 and following the end of the UCITS exemption, the
insurers will need to collect the PRIIPs KID instead of the UCITS KIID for the
underlying options available under the insurance contracts

FCA reforms to UK PRIIPs regulation

The amended RTS include proposals on the KID
document:
 Costs over time table now requires to show only 1 year and RHP if RHP is
less than 10 years. If RHP is 10 years or greater, only half RHP is
disclosed

Regulatory Update

 Composition of costs table now merges performance fees and carried
interest into one line. For investment funds, now displays the actual
costs, in EUR when the product is held for one year, RHP = 1 (or RHP if
shorter than one year) and assuming a net performance of 0%.
 Past performance published on reference document or on a website
with a link on the KID.
TBC if the internal funds fall under this obligation.
RTS impacts

 Multi Option Products can show a range of costs for underlying options
in costs over timetable and composition of costs table and if available
the costs of the PRIIP separately

New process for CONSOB notifications

The FCA has published a consultation setting out proposed amendments to the UK’s
regulatory framework for PRIIPs. The proposals cover the scope of PRIIPs,
performance scenarios, SRIs, and transaction costs. The intention behind the
proposals is to minimize investor harm by ensuring that investors can make
effective decisions based on the information provided in PRIIPs’ KIDs.

Starting from the 1st of January 2022, the Italian regulator CONSOB changes his
process for notifying PRIIPs documents distributed in Italy.
After this date, insurance company are required to notify their PRIIPs in following
the mentioned below process :

Consultation paper ends the 30th of September 2021. Application of the changes in
the PRIIPs KID are expected for the 1st of January 2022.

 Delivery of PDF documents via SFTP (previously via their website or emails)
 Production of a XML file containing the information related to the insurance
contract and all its underlying options available for subscription.

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
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Chronologie – SFDR et Taxonomie

La règlementation SFDR est complétée par la règlementation taxonomie - leurs différentes dates
d’application se chevauchent donc
Légende

Chronologie SFDR et Taxonomie (2021-2023)

Avril 2021
Adoption de l’acte
délégué 1

Q1
2 février
2021
ESAs
publient
leur projet
de RTS final

1 janvier 2022
Date d’application de la taxonomie
(DA 1) pour les produits financiers
dans les documents précontractuels
et rapports périodiques

31 décembre 2021
Publication de l’acte
délégué 2

2021
Q2

10 mars 2021
Date
d’application
SFDR (Niveau 1)

10 mars 2021
Go-live EMT
v3.1

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

Q3

SFDR
Taxonomie

Q4

1 janvier 2023
Date d’application de la taxonomie
(DA 2) pour les produits financiers
dans les documents précontractuels
et rapports périodiques

2023

2022
Q1

Q2

1 janvier 2022
Date d’application SFDR
Niveau 1 dans les
rapports périodiques

Q3

Q4

1 juillet 2022
Date d’application SFDR
Niveau 2 (RTS) dans les
rapports périodiques, les
documents
précontractuels, site
web et rapport PASI
qualitatif

Q1

Q2

30 décembre 2022
Date d’application pour les
divulgations sur les incidences
négatives niveau produit

…
30 juin 2023
Date d’application
du rapport PASI
quantitatif

Public
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Vue d’ensemble : SFDR

La SFDR impose la publication d’information au niveau des entités et des produits, avec des dates
d’application différentes. Certains articles sont complémentés par des critères définis dans les RTS*
Niveau 2 - RTS

Niveau 1

Niveau produit

Niveau entité

Référence

Canal

Délai

Art. 3 : Transparence sur l’intégration des risques de
durabilité dans le processus d’investissement

Site internet

Mars 2021

Art. 4 : Transparence des incidences négatives sur les
facteurs de durabilité au niveau des entités

Site internet

Mars et
juin 2021

Art. 5 : Transparence des politiques de rémunération en
ce qui concerne l’ intégration des risques de durabilité

Site internet

Mars 2021

Art. 6 : Transparence de l’intégration des risques de
durabilité dans le processus d’investissement au niveau
des produits.

Documents
précontractuels

Mars 2021

Art. 7 : Transparence des incidences négatives sur les
facteurs de durabilité au niveau des produits

Documents
précontractuels

Décembre
2022

Art. 8 : Transparence de la promotion des
caractéristiques environnementales ou sociales dans les
informations précontractuelles publiées

Documents
précontractuels

Mars 2021
& Juillet
2022

Chapitre III
(Art. 13-19)

Art. 9 : Transparence des investissements durables dans
les informations précontractuelles publiées

Documents
précontractuels

Mars 2021
& Juillet
2022

Chapitre III
(Art. 20-30)

Site internet

Mars 2021
& Juillet
2022

Chapitre IV
(Art. 31-57)

Description des sections et informations obligatoires à publier sur le site
internet pour les produits classifiés comme Art. 8 ou Art. 9

Rapports
périodiques

Janvier &
juillet
2022

Chapitre V
(Art. 58-73)

Template de présentation des informations à fournir dans les rapports
périodiques pour tout produit financier identifié comme Art. 8 ou 9
ATTENTION : Art. 72 à 73 dédiés aux produits multi-options

Art. 10 : Transparence de la promotion des
caractéristiques environnementales ou sociales et des
investissements durables sur les sites internet
Art. 11 : Transparence de la promotion des
caractéristiques environnementales ou sociales et des
investissements durables dans les rapports périodiques

RTS

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

* RTS = « Regulatory Technical Standards », niveau 2 de la règlementation. Leur date d’application est prévue le 1 janvier 2022

Référence

Chapitre II
(Art. 4-12)

Détail

Création d’une section spécifique sur le site internet «Déclaration des
incidences négatives en matière de durabilité» comprenant plusieurs
sections narratives et des indicateurs environnementaux et sociaux

Template de présentation des informations précontractuelles à fournir pour
tout produit financier identifié comme Art. 8 ou Art. 9 selon SFDR
ATTENTION : Art. 28 à 30 dédiés aux produits multi-options

Public
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Vue d’ensemble – MOP structure

Les fonds externes et internes ne sont pas couverts de la même façon par la SFDR – les actions à
mettre en place par les entreprises d’assurance peuvent varier selon le type d’option sous-jacente
SFDR
Niveau 1

SFDR
Niveaux
1 et 2

Int.

Produits d’assurance

Niveau contrat

Niveau
sous-jacent

Fonds externes
SFDR
Niveau 2

Prod.
Ext.

Organisme de placement collectif établi en dehors de l’entreprise d’assurances et
soumis à une procédure d’agrément et de surveillance prudentielle continue de la
part d’une autorité de surveillance étatique

Fonds internes assurance
Ensemble d’actifs cantonnés de l’entreprise d’assurances et n’ayant
pas d’identité juridique externe

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Parts
d’OPCVM

Parts de fonds
alternatifs
simples

Parts de fonds
de fonds
alternatifs

Parts de fonds
immobiliers

Fonds interne
collectif (FIC)

Fonds interne
dédié (FID)

Fonds
d’assurance
spécialisé (FAS)

Profil interne

Les fonds externes qualifient comme produits financiers selon la SFDR

SFDR
niveau 2
(Art 30)

Profil externe

Les fonds internes ne qualifient pas comme produits financiers selon la
SFDR
Discussion en cours pour déterminer si les gestionnaires vont fournir les annexes requises par la SFDR
pour chaque fonds ou si l’assureur devra les produire lui-même. Findatex pousse via l’EET à ce que les
gestionnaires fournissent les documents

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
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Art. 8 et 9 pour 1 janvier 2022
Prod.

Le projet des RTS définit 2 grandes catégories de produits multi-options et impose des critères de
divulgation spécifiques pour chacune

Ext.

Int.

Tous les produits financiers avec options d'investissement
Les options d’investissement liées au produit promeuvent des caractéristiques
environnementales/sociales ou ont un objectif d’investissement durable ?

Au moins une option promeut des caractéristiques
environnementales ou sociales ou a un objectif
durable

Toutes les options ont un objectifs
d’investissement durable

Le MOP* qualifie de produit Art. 8

Le MOP* qualifie de produit Art. 9

Existe-t-il une ou plusieurs options d’investissement liées à ce
produit qui ont un objectif d’investissement durable et qui ne
sont pas elles-mêmes qualifiées de produits financiers ?

Existe-t-il des options d’investissement liées à ce
produit qui ne sont pas elles-mêmes qualifiées de
produits financiers ?

Critères Art. 28
RTS

Critères Art. 28
et 30 RTS

Critères Art. 29
RTS

Critères Art. 29
et 30 RTS

Les RTS définissent deux grandes catégories de produits multi-options (MOP) :
1

Les produits se qualifiant comme Art. 8 (Art. 28 RTS) et qui peuvent contenir des options :
• ne se qualifiant ni Art. 8, ni Art. 9 si au moins 1 autre option est Art. 8
• se qualifiant comme Art. 8
• se qualifiant comme Art. 9
• ayant un objectif d'investissement durable et qui ne sont pas considéré comme un
produit financier selon SFDR
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* MOP = Produit multi-options

2

Les produits se qualifiant comme Art. 9 (Art. 29 RTS) et qui peuvent contenir
des options :
• se qualifiant comme Art. 9
• ayant un objectif d'investissement durable et qui ne sont pas considéré
comme un produit financier selon SFDR
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Art. 8 pour 1 janvier 2022

Le projet de RTS introduit des critères spécifiques pour les produits multi-options que les acteurs
devront prendre en compte dans les documents précontractuels des produits où les options
d’investissement se qualifient en partie comme Art. 8

Prod.
Ext.

Int.

RTS liés à un produit financier ayant au moins une option qui promeut des caractéristiques E/S mais qui n’a pas d’objectif d’investissement durable (Art. 28 RTS)
Pour rappel, ces produits financiers
peuvent contenir des options :

1. ne se qualifiant ni Art. 8, ni Art. 9 si au moins 1 autre option est Art. 8

3. se qualifiant comme Art. 9

2. se qualifiant comme Art. 8

4. ayant un objectif d'investissement durable et qui ne sont pas considérées comme un produit financier selon SFDR

Partie principale du document précontractuel MOP

Annexe du document précontractuel MOP

A divulguer dans les parties principales du document précontractuel :

Le client devra
collecter les annexes
des documents
précontractuels des
fonds et les mettre
dans les annexes
des documents
précontractuels des
MOP*

• Mention que le produit financier favorise les caractéristiques
environnementales ou sociales
• Liste de toutes les options d’investissement
• se qualifiant comme Art. 8
• se qualifiant comme Art. 9
• ayant un objectif d'investissement durable et qui ne sont pas
considéré comme un produit financier selon SFDR
• Mention que l'obtention de ces caractéristiques est subordonnée à
l'investissement dans au moins une option d'investissement figurant sur
la liste décrite au point précédent et à la détention d'au moins une de ces
options pendant la période de détention du produit financier
• Mention que des informations complémentaires relatives à ces
caractéristiques sont disponibles dans les annexes
• Proportions des options d'investissement au sein de chacune de ces
catégories par rapport au nombre total d'options d'investissement
offertes par le produit financier

•

Les options se qualifiant comme Art. 8 doivent respecter
le « template » pour les documents précontractuels Art. 8

•

Les options se qualifiant comme Art. 9 doivent respecter
le « template » pour les documents précontractuels Art. 9

•

Les options ayant un objectif l'investissement durable et
qui ne sont pas considéré comme un produit financier
selon SFDR, doivent fournir des informations définies par
l’Art. 30 RTS
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* A noter que si le nombre d’options est trop important pour assurer une divulgation claire et concise, il suffit que les acteurs fassent référence à ces documents précontractuels (RTS, Art. 28(5))
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Art. 9 pour 1 janvier 2022

Le projet de RTS introduit des critères spécifiques pour les produits multi-options que les acteurs
devront prendre en compte dans les documents précontractuels des produits où toutes les options
d’investissement se qualifient comme Art. 9

Prod.
Ext.

Int.

RTS liés à un produit financier pour lequel toutes les options d’investissement ont un objectif d’investissement durable qualifiant le produit comme Art. 9 (Art. 29 RTS)
Pour rappel, ces produits financiers peuvent contenir des options :
1. se qualifiant comme Art. 9

2. ayant un objectif d'investissement durable et qui ne sont pas considérées comme un produit financier selon SFDR

Partie principale du document précontractuel MOP

Annexe du document précontractuel MOP

A divulguer dans les parties principales du document précontractuel :
•

Mention que le produit financier a pour objectif l'investissement durable

•

Liste de toutes les options d’investissement
• se qualifiant comme Art. 9

Le client devra
collecter les annexes
des documents
précontractuels des
fonds et les mettre
dans les annexes
des documents
précontractuels des
MOP*

• ayant un objectif d'investissement durable et qui ne sont pas
considéré comme un produit financier selon SFDR
•

Mention que les informations relatives à l’objectif d’investissement
durable sont disponibles dans les annexes

•

Proportions des options d'investissement au sein de chacune de ces
catégories par rapport au nombre total d'options d'investissement
offertes par le produit financier

•

Les options se qualifiant comme Art. 9 doivent respecter
le « template » pour les documents précontractuels Art. 9

•

Les options ayant un objectif l'investissement durable et
qui ne sont pas considéré comme un produit financier
selon SFDR, doivent fournir des informations sur l'objectif
de l'investissement durable
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* A noter que si le nombre d’options est trop important pour assurer une divulgation claire et concise, il suffit que les acteurs fassent référence à ces documents précontractuels (RTS, Art. 29(5))
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Art. 8, 9 et 11 pour 1 janvier 2022

Fonds internes

Les fonds internes ne qualifient pas comme produits financiers et ne sont donc pas directement
Ext.
couverts par la SFDR - à l’exception des options-sous-jacentes ayant un objectif d’investissement durable

Prod.
Int.

Attention : Les documentations requises pour les fonds internes sont différentes à celles des fonds externes. Pour les fonds internes, il est attendu que la SFDR va obliger les entreprises
d’assurance de produire elles-mêmes la documentation liée aux MOPs au cas où le gestionnaire ne les fournit pas. Une situation similaire est survenue pour les entreprises d’assurance à
l’égard de la régulation PRIIPS concernant les KID.

Options sous-jacentes
suivant une stratégie
d’investissement
durable

Gestion à l’aide de
profils d’investissement
génériques

Mandat de gestionnaire

Fonds internes
(FIC, FID & FAS)

Absence de profils génériques qualifiant les options sous-jacentes comme investissement durable

Gestionnaire fournit la
documentation relative
aux options sousjacentes

L’entreprise d’assurance:
1.
1 collecte les annexes des documents
précontractuels & rapports périodiques des fonds,
et
2.
2 les insère dans les annexes des documents
précontractuels* & rapports périodiques des MOP

Gestionnaire ne fournit
pas la documentation
relative aux options
sous-jacentes

L’entreprise d’assurance:
1.
1 collecte les informations sur les options sousjacentes par le gestionnaire,
2 produit elle-même la documentation, et
2.
3.
3 l’insère dans les annexes des documents
précontractuels* & rapports périodiques des MOP

Identification des options sousjacentes de fonds internes

Options sous-jacentes
suivant d’autres
stratégies
d’investissement

Options sous-jacentes
non couvertes par la
SFDR

Légende
= aucune action requise par l’entreprise d’assurances dans le contexte de la SFDR
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* A noter que si le nombre d’options est trop important pour assurer une divulgation claire et concise dans le document précontractuel, il suffit que les acteurs fassent référence à ces documents précontractuels (RTS, Art. 28(5))
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Impact et actions à mettre en place

La divulgation selon les obligations de la SFDR requiert les assureurs à suivre un processus particulier

• Entrée en contact avec les gestionnaires d’actifs
• Mise en place d’un processus de collecte régulier

Gestionnaire
d’actifs

Documents
précontractuels
SFTP

Classification Art. 6,
8 et 9

Investisseur de détail

Rapports
périodiques

Société d’assurances

• Revue de la documentation précontractuelle et des
sous-jacents
• Mise en place d’un espace spécifique sur le site
internet et maintenance de ce site
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SFTP = Secure File Transfer Protocol

Légende
Document précontractuel - produit

Document – options sous-jacentes

EMT v3.1 ou XLS file

Site internet
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GDPR
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Introduction
Data protection has been regulated on the EU as well as Luxembourg level

July

November - December

GDPR applies from this day

Schrems II judgement
of the CJEU/end of
Privacy Shield

•

August
The law of 1 August 2018
implementing certain parts
of the GDPR and repeals
the former data protection
law; CNPD as Luxembourg
Supervisory Authority for
data protection
© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

September

CNPD starts
inspections of 25
selected companies
in Luxembourg

May
•

EDPB recommendations on
measures that supplement
transfer tools to ensure
compliance with the EU level of
protection of personal data

New standard
contractual
clauses
endorsed by
the
Commission

June
•

CNPD published
decisions on
Luxembourgish
market

2021

2018

2020

25 May 2018

August - October
•

NOYB complaints following Schrems II
decision against EU companies that continue
to send website visitor data to Google LLC
and Facebook, Inc

•

German Authority released guidance on data
transfers following the Court of Justice of
the European Union’s ruling in "Schrems II"

•

French Conseil d’Etat ruled that the use of
Microsoft services based in the Netherland
requires supplementary protection measures

March
•

French data controllers have to
implement CNIL Cookies
guidelines and recommendations
linked to the ePrivacy directive
before 31/03

•

French Conseil d’Etat ruled in
favor of Doctolib on the use of
Amazon Web Services based in
Luxembourg
Public
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Schrems II
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International transfers
Definition and regulation

?

What is international transfer?

A data transfer refers to the collection, replication and transmission of datasets from one
organisation or business unit to another.
International transfers correspond to any transfer of personal data to a third country
(outside of Europe) or to an international organisation.
Access to personal data from a non-European country is considered an international
transfer.
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What are regulations on international transfers?

The regulation actually prohibits cross-border data transfers if the following requirements
aren’t met: Cross-Border Data Transfers may only take place if the transfer is made to an
Adequate Jurisdiction, or the data exporter has implemented a lawful data transfer
mechanism (or an exemption or derogation applies). Recitals 101-116; Articles 44, 45.
The Directive (95/46/EC) have essentially similar restrictions: Cross-Border Data Transfers
are, without prejudice to compliance with national law, prohibited, unless the transfer is
made to an Adequate Jurisdiction, or the data exporter has implemented a lawful data
transfer mechanism (or an exemption or derogation applies). Recitals 56-57; Article 25,
Article 26(1)-(2) of the 954/46/EC Directive.
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Schrems II Decision
Key information

The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) issued in July 2020 its landmark judgement where the Court invalidated the EU – U.S. Privacy Shield framework. The Privacy Shield
used to be a mechanism allowing for data transfers between EU and U.S. companies.
Organizations that currently rely on the EU –
U.S. Privacy Shield will need to urgently
identify an alternative data transfer
mechanism to continue transfers of
personal data to the U.S.

Schrems II Decision, C 362/14
Even though the CJEU declared that EU
SCC are still valid, the CJEU found that
any legal personal data transfer
mechanism must not undermine the
level of protection of natural persons
guaranteed by the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the
EU Charter on Fundamental Rights.
Therefore, when using SCC, companies
must verify on a case-by-case basis
whether the destination country's laws
comply with the GDPR (which the US
does not), the SCC themselves and the
EU Charter on Fundamental Rights; and
if they are in any doubt, provide for
additional safeguards before the
personal data transfer is carried out.
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Invalidation of the Privacy Shield –
Privacy Shield no longer a valid basis
for data transfers to the US

Organizations may be able to rely on
derogations provided in the GDPR for certain
transfers (such as when the transfer is
necessary to perform a contract), and
Standard Contractual Clauses (SCC) or
Binding Corporate Rules (BCR) should also
be considered as alternative mechanisms,
having in mind that the adequate protection
of personal data should be ensured.
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Schrems II Decision
Alternative data transfer mechanisms to Privacy Shield

Challange

What is it?

Derogations (art. 49 GDPR)

Standard Contractual Clauses

In general, because relying on derogations triggers a
higher risk for the rights and freedoms of individuals,
the following overarching principles apply to the use
of derogations:
• Subsidiary nature
• Occasional transfer
• Necessity test - strictly necessary for the specific
purpose
• Two-step approach

The SCC are standard sets of contractual terms and
conditions which the sender and the receiver of
personal data both sign up to, aimed at protecting
personal data leaving the European Economic Area
through contractual obligations in compliance with
the GDPR's requirements.

If the third country is not covered by an
adequacy decision, a data controller
should
first
endeavour
to
put
appropriate safeguards in place, and
only in subsidiary order, could rely
on the derogations under Article 49
GDPR. Moreover, certain derogations
can only be used for processing
activities that are occasional and nonrepetitive, excluding systematic and
repeated transfers.

The recent judgement of the Court of Justice of
the European Union in Schrems II case introduced
additional obligations concerning the international
data transfers and use of SCC. Namely, the
company willing to transfer data internationally
and to use SCC shall examine the destination
jurisdiction prior to the transfer in order to ensure
adequate protection of personal data.
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Binding Corporate Rules
BCR are internal rules for data transfers within
multinational companies. They allow to transfer
personal data internationally within the same
corporate group to countries that do not provide an
adequate level of protection. There is a lengthy
approval process involved in establishing BCRs
including a review of the BCRs by relevant Data
Protection Authorities (DPA).

BCRs are a strategic solution for a multinational
organisation, however, the BCR process is a
significant undertaking which requires DPA review
that can be a lengthy process. A straightforward BCR
application can take 12 months to complete. This
leads to a period of time where alternative
arrangements must be considered.
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Post Schrems II
EDPB Recommendations 01/2020 on measures that supplement transfer tools to ensure compliance with the EU
level of protection of personal data
Following the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) landmark judgement where the Court invalidated the EU – U.S. Privacy Shield framework, the Privacy Shield used to be a
mechanism allowing for data transfers between EU and U.S. companies. EDPB issued some guidelines for data controllers to use in order to stay GDPR compliant

Know your transfers
 Review the contracts in place in
order to identify where personal
is transferred- to do so, consult
the current register of
processing activities of your
organization.
 Make sure to update your
registries (processing activities,
third parties) if you notice it is
not updated.
 Make sure your privacy notices
contain the correct information
to inform your data subjects.
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Identify the transfer tools you
use
 Review the contracts in place in
order to identify the relied upon
personal data transfer
mechanisms listed in art. 46 used,
paying special attention to the
contracts using Privacy Shield (for
US transfers).

Assess whether the transfer
tool you use is effective
 Assess if there is anything in the
law or practice of the third
country that may impinge on the
effectiveness of the appropriate
safeguards of art. 46 transfer
tools you are using.
 Consider replacing the Privacy
Shield mechanism with Standard
Contractual Clauses (SCC),
bearing in mind the likelihood of
having to amend the SCC by
adding additional safeguards to
strengthen the SCC.

Adopt supplementary measures

Re-evaluate at appropriate
intervals

 Consider, where appropriate in
collaboration with the importer,
if supplementary measures could
ensure that the data transferred
is afforded in the third country a
level of protection essentially
equivalent to that guaranteed
within the EU.
 Supplementary measures may
have a contractual, technical or
organizational nature.

 Monitor, on an ongoing basis,
and where appropriate in
collaboration with data
importers, developments in the
third country to which you have
transferred personal data that
could affect your initial
assessment of the level of
protection and the decisions you
may have taken accordingly on
your transfers.
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Post Schrems II
European and national authorities approach
EDPB is currently allocating resources for the development of recommendations to assist controllers and processors with their duty to identify and implement appropriate
supplementary measures to ensure adequate protection when transferring data to third countries.

•

•

Non-profit organizations challenged the use of
Microsoft and Amazon (both located in UE) cloud
storage to host public health data1

•

CNIL was able to give it’s opinion:

CNPD invites all data controller to apply EDPB guidelines defined
in the previous slide
 Identify international transfers
 Assess the destination countries

 Mainly worried about US intelligence agencies
disclosure requests

 Asses the use of appropriate safeguards

 CNIL, recommended using hosting service
providers that are exclusively under EU jurisdiction
for the type of health data

 Assess the need of complementary measures
•

LfDI

CNIL

CNPD

The following solutions are offered to Data controller located in
Luxembourg to transfer the data they process
 National transfer (UE)
 Adequacy decision

 Appropriate safeguards and complementary measures
 Derogations

•

•

LfDI (Landesbeauftragte für den Datenschutz und die
Informationsfreiheit Baden-Württemberg) released
guidance on data transfers to the US following the CJUE’s
ruling in Schrems II

•

Guidance was released before EDPB released it’s
recommendations

•

Stipulates that “where the controller cannot provide suitable
protection even with additional measures, it must
suspend/terminate the transfer” and if such an adequate
level of protection is not ensured, the LfDI must suspend or
prohibit the transfer of data if the protection cannot be
achieved by other mean

•

Does not exclude the use of contractual clauses, but
expresses that it will only rarely meet the requirements
that the CJUE has set for an effective level of protection

•

Additional guarantees that effectively prevent access by the
U.S intelligence agencies must be applied (e.g. encryption in
which only the data exporter has the key, anonymization or
pseudonymization)

Conseil d’Etat ruled that the health data hosting by
Microsoft and Amazon should not be suspended:
 With sufficient supplementary measures (legal
and technical safeguards, retention periods, and
insurance US surveillance laws will not reach the
hosted data,…), the level of protection of the data
at stake is not manifestly insufficient

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
1: See Conseil d’Etat, Ordonance du 13 octobre 2020, n. 444927 and Conseil d’Etat, Ordonance du 12 mars 2021, n. 450163
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NOYB 101 complaints against the use of Google Analytics and Facebook Connect
European and national developments
NOYB reported the inaction of the flagged entities but rejoiced about the taskforce created by the EDPB. At this stage we can
observe actions taken by Liechtenstein entities and Swedish data protection authority

The Board has created a taskforce to look into the total of 101 identical complaints that have been lodged with EEA Data Protection Authorities regarding the use of Google /
Facebook services which involve the transfer of personal data. Specifically, NOYB, claims that Google/Facebook transfer personal data to the U.S. relying on the EU-U.S.
Privacy Shield or Standard Contractual Clauses and that according to the recent CJEU judgment the controller is unable to ensure an adequate protection of the complainants'
personal data. The taskforce will analyze the matter and ensure a close cooperation among the members of the Board.

Two companies and one university based in Liechtenstein have contacted NOYB proving that they had removed the code elements for Google Analytics or Facebook Connect
from their websites. NOYB subsequently withdrew the complaints concerned before the Liechtenstein data protection authority.

Swedish supervisory authority Datainspektionen has launched six investigations into the transfers of personal data to third countries in response to complaints filed by the
Austrian NOYB. The Swedish DPA’s review takes place within the framework of the working group set up by the EDPB.
Datainspektionen fined another entity not targeted by NOYB as a result of its failure to apply appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect data when as part
of a research project on male rape, the university had stored several police reports on such related incidents in the cloud of a US service provider2. The authority based it’s
reasoning on the recent Schrems II CJUE ruling.

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
2: Datainspektionen, Tillsyn enligt dataskyddsförordningen – Umeå universitets behandling av personuppgifter, 10 december 2020, DI-2019-9432
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New Commission Standard contractual clauses
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New Standard contractual clauses
Significant changes with important expected impacts
Modular approach

Transfer impact assessment

The new SCCs follow a “modular approach”— Four data transfer scenarios are now available as opposed to the “old” SCCs which
could only be applied to data transfers between data controllers and data processors. The data transfer scenarios are the following:
a. Module 1: Controller-to-controller
b. Module 2: Controller-to-processor
c. Module 3: Processor-to-processor
d. Module 4: Processor-to-controller
This new modular approach is advantageous for various transfer scenarios, including the use of subcontractors and allows for
flexibility depending on the type of a relationship between the contracting parties.

The new SCCs stipulate that both parties to the SCC must perform a mandatory transfer impact assessment (TIA) in response to the
Schrems II ruling. Both parties must warrant that the laws of the country into which the data is imported (particularly US law) are
consistent with the SCCs and the GDPR. Additionally, a TIA will help the parties determine if additional safeguards are required
based on the data importer’s country laws.
The TIA must be documented and provided to data protection supervisory authorities upon request.

The new SCCs allow for multiple data exporting parties to form contracts, and for new parties to be added over time (the so-called
“docking clause”) beyond the initial signatories. The prior SCCs were drafted as bipartite agreements, capturing the relationship
between two parties at a static point in time, without the express means of adding additional parties over time. The new SCCs state
that more than two parties can adhere to a single set of contractual clauses and allow for the addition of new parties over time.
Multiple data exporting
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Decisions CNPD
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Décisions CNPD
Résumé des 22 décisions publiées
Entités contrôlées

Typologie des décisions
Clôture du dossier d’enquête (pas de pénalités)
3

5
Secteur privé

Secteur public

9

4

Mesure(s) correctrice(s) et amende

Mesure(s) correctrice(s)

17

6
Amende

Typologie des contrôles
DPD
2 1
Vidéo-surveillance
6

13
Géolocalisation

Utilisation illicite banque de données
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Décisions CNPD
Focus sur le rôle du DPD et la vidéo-surveillance

Campagne d’enquête thématique sur la fonction du délégué à la
protection des données (DPD)

Vidéo-surveillance

Total de 13 décisions concernant la fonction du DPD

Total de 6 décisions concernant la vidéo-surveillance

Dans 2 cas, la Commission nationale a décidé d’imposer des mesures correctrices et des
amendes

Dans les 6 cas, la Commission nationale a décidé d’imposer des mesures correctrices et/ou des
amendes

Les montants des amendes
s’élèvent à 15.000 € et 18.000 €

Le délai de se mettre en
conformité est de 4 mois

Causes: violation des articles 38.1, 38.2, 38.3, 39.1 a) et 39.1 b) du RGPD
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Les montants des amendes
varient de 1.000 € à 7.600 €

Le délai de se mettre en
conformité est de 2 mois

Causes: violation des articles 5.1.c), e) 13 et 32.1 du RGPD
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Brexit
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Impact of Brexit
UK organisations that process personal data must now comply with new regulations

Since the Brexit transition period ended, and with effect from 1 January 2021, UK organisations need to amend their GDPR documentation to align it with
the requirements of the UK GDPR.
UK organisations that process personal data must now comply with:

&

The DPA 2018 and UK GDPR

If a UK organization only processes domestic personal data

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

The DPA 2018 and UK GDPR, and the EU
GDPR
If a UK organization processes domestic personal data and
offer goods and services to, or monitor the behaviour of, EU
residents.
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Impact of Brexit
Organisations that still process EU residents’ personal data will be bound by UK and EU GDPR

If a UK organisation now bound by UK GDPR still processes EU residents personal data, it will also be bound by the EU GDPR. Organisations may need to:
•
Appoint an EU representative, under Article 27 of the EU GDPR;
•
Identify a lead supervisory authority in the EU;
•
Update any contracts governing EU–UK data transfers to incorporate standard contractual clauses; and/or
•
Update your policies, procedures and other documentation in light of the these changes.

International transfers of personal data from the EU to the UK are permitted:
•
If the European Commission has issued an adequacy decision, stating that there is an adequate level of data protection
•
The decision has been drafted by the Commission but not presented yet for decision
•
If appropriate safeguards are in place, such as BCRs (binding corporate rules) or SCCs (standard contractual clauses)
•
Based on approved codes of conduct. (No such code has been agreed for transfers from the EEA to the UK yet).
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Impact of Brexit
It is not foreseen that the UK receives an adequacy decision by the end of the six-month period

Six month free flow of personal data
The UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement allows for the continued free flow of personal data from the EU to the UK for a maximum of six months after
the end of the transition period (31 December 2021). This enables UK organisations to continue to freely receive data from the EEA (EU member states, plus
Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway) without the need for further action.

Alternative mechanisms to transfer personal data
If the UK does not receive an adequacy decision by the end of the six-month period, UK organisations will have to use alternative mechanisms (e.g. SCCs or
BCRs) to transfer EU residents’ personal data.
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AML/CTF Remediation
Remediation approach overview
3
Update KYC/TDD
& Case close out
Remediation Team
(Analyst + Quality Check)

Relationship Manager

1

Initial review
Ready for IRB/BR
review

2

Collection of
outstanding
documents

Customer contact

4
Decision

Issue Resolution Board
or Business Review
Approved

Quality Assurance

Company back office
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5
Approved

Approved with
conditions

Not Approved

Review of a
sample

Recording/archiving

6
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AML/CTF Remediation
Planning success factors
1

DEFINE POPULATION IN-SCOPE
Per client types

2

Per client risk-scoring

Per grouped accounts (e.g. same BO)

CLARIFY SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
Population in-scope
KYC review

3

KYT review

Tax compliance review

CHOOSE A METHODOLOGY FOR THE REVIEW
Review standards

4

Review framework (escalation, governance)

Review format (template, checklists)

STREAMLINE OPERATIONAL PROCESSES

Information and documentation record-keeping

• Define how will be organized and kept the information and documentation (papier version, e-version,
SharePoint, etc.)

Interactions with the relationship managers

• Define what is expected from the RM (when the clients must be contacted, what is the deadline to
answer, etc.)

Project governance

• Define what will be the roles and responsibilities of the different stakeholders involved

Ad hoc Committee

• To (a) decide on questions raised during the exercise (technical issues), (b) to discuss sensitive cases for
which senior management must take a decide and to (c) validate the file reviewed and completed
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Communication strategy

• With the clients, internally, with the competent authorities, with the external auditor, etc.
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AML/CTF Remediation
Lessons learned & best practices

Mindset &
Compliance culture
promotion


Make stakeholders (including
Front/Business) understand
that the exercise is more than
a legal requirements.



Convince it gives them a better
knowledge of their clients and
thus, of the risks to be
addressed







Catch phrase: « You bring the
money, remediation prevents
wasting it in a fine AML/CTF
breaches»
Involve management in the
validation of the KYC files to
send a strong message to all
stakeholders
Explain that a high-standard
remediation is a timeconsuming exercise, but
additional waves to patch
partial 1st review takes even
more time and money.
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Appropriate tools
and skilled Project
Manager

Clear guidelines







Create a repository with
applicable regulatory
requirements as well as a
step-by-step procedure on
how to remedy a KYC file, to
ease the on-boarding of new
joiners. It also foster
coherence and harmony in the
review of files by the different
reviewers
Create an escalation process
with clear requirements on
how to deal with nonresponsive clients/ KYC files
with missing
information/documentation
Create and regularly update a
FAQ file laying down the
specific requirements for
difficult cases so that other
reviewers can apply the same
requirements in case of a new
similar case



Implement an efficient quality
assurance process adapted to
the business model of the
professional



Have clear and granular
statistics on the remediation
progress (If possible thanks to
a computerized tool other
than excel to avoid human
input and the subsequent risk
of error).



Costs management by the
identification of bottlenecks
(humans and/or processes)
and potential solutions to
remedy them

Common pitfalls
& pain points

An expert team





AML : Both internal and
external team (if applicable)
must have an adequate level
of experience and expertise. If
not, it can create disparities in
the analysis of the KYC files
leading to a remediation with
varying degrees of
requirements and quality



News KYC/remediation
requirements as the
remediation exercise
progresses and
subsequent needs to
review files that have
already been validated



No tone from the top

Tax : the tenuous difference
between tax optimization and
tax evasion and growing tax
regulatory environment
makes it necessary to have tax
expertise for complex cases



Inconsistent or non-steady
project management



Methodology as moving
target



Time-consuming process
for Business to obtain the
required
documentation/informatio
n delaying the file
remediation



Non-responsive and/or
reluctant clients
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AML/CTF Remediation
Insurance sector specificities (1/2)

1

2

3

4

5

policyholders or subscribers

risk scoring must take

Timing of establishment
of the business
relationship

of an insurance contract

into account: the risk(s)

In the insurance sector

Specific due diligence in
case of transfer of an
insurance or reinsurance
portfolio

(natural persons, legal

related to the

context, a relationship is

The professional to whom

collect and record minimum

persons or other legal

beneficiary(ies) of life

established when:

the portfolio is to be

set of information on the

arrangements)

insurance contract

transferred is required to

insured persons

carry out an analysis of the

•

AML/CFT policies and

life insurance contracts,

procedures put in place by

where the insured persons

the transferor and related

have active powers over the

internal or external audit

contracts, these persons are

reports for the last three

to be considered as

years in order to enable the

customers and the

professional to ensure that

professional shall perform

the AML/CFT policies and

due diligence measures on

procedures include

them

Definition of customers
•

•

Customers refers to the

As regards reinsurance

operations, the term
"customers" refers to ceding
or retro-ceding undertakings
•

For the professionals of

the insurance sector, the
term "customers" refers to
the persons having signed
the service agreement and to
whom the services are
provided
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Notion of beneficiary
•

The professional’s client

Insurance undertakings
and pension funds: at the
time a decision is made on an
insurance application signed
by the customer
• Reinsurance undertakings:
at the time of the decision on
the acceptance of risks ceded
in reinsurance
• Insurance or reinsurance
intermediaries: at the time
they perform, on behalf of
the customer, precontractual acts in
connection with the
conclusion of an insurance
contract
• Professionals of the
insurance sector: at the time
when a decision on the
conclusion of a service
agreement is taken
•

Identification of the
insured persons (not
being the client)
•

The professional shall

In the context of group

customer due diligence
measures compliant with
those required by the Law
or the Directive (EU)
2015/49
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AML/CTF Remediation
Insurance sector specificities (2/2)

6

7

Lengthy entry into
business relationship
•

Where a period of more

than three months elapses
between the entry into the
business relationship and the

conclusion of an insurance

ID&V of proxies
For the insurance
professionals, they must
ID&V proxies (unlike persons
purporting to act on behalf
of the clients for CSSF
professionals) -> scope
narrower
•

8

9

Identification of BO assignment
•

Obtaining information on
the purpose of the
business relationship

In the case of assignment,

in whole or in part, of the life
or other investment-related
insurance to a third party,
professionals aware of the
assignment shall identify the

contract, the professional

beneficial owner at the time

shall ensure that the

of the assignment to the

documents are still up-to-

natural or legal person or

date at the time of the

legal arrangement receiving

conclusion of the contract

for its own benefit the value

of the policy assigned

The professionals’
obligation to know their
customer includes the
obligation to gather and
register, at the time of
identification of the
customer, information
allowing to determine the
source of the funds that pass
through the product,
including the geographical
and economic source of the
premiums, regardless of
whether the premiums are
paid in cash or in kind
•

10
SoW / SoF
•

Depending on the

customer’s risk profile,
professionals shall take
appropriate measures to
obtain documentary
evidence concerning the
nature of the customer’s
activities, the source of
customer’s income and/or
savings, the source and
composition of his wealth and
his tax residence
•

In case a natural or legal

person, that is a third party
to the contract, pays the
insurance premium, the
professional shall identify and
verify the identity of that
person and shall understand
the reasons for said payment
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Enhancing the KYC chain
Set the scene
Initial due diligence

Ongoing due diligence

Roles

Maker

Maker
Checker

Checker
Approver

Approver

Monitor/anticipate KYC
doc expiration

Collect static data, incl.
shareholding structure

Watchlist screening
& related alert review

Risk scoring
(compute risk score
& potentially a due dil. Level)

Collect supportive KYC
documents

Detect and materialize change
of circumstances upfront

Workflow

Continuous watchlist screening

Transaction Monitoring
(incl. feedback integration)

KYC file qualification

KYC workflow, incl. multi-step
validation

Continuous risk scoring & due diligence level
computation

Periodic review trigger and materialization

KYC workflow, incl. multi-step validation

Audit trail
Automated and ad’ hoc reporting and 3rd party oversight
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Enhancing the KYC chain

X

Pain point observed on the market

Pain points with high operational impact

Usual pain points (market observations)
Ongoing due diligence related pain points
9 Manual monitoring of changes of circumstances (often scheduled through manual batches
or when a transaction occurs) slows down the process and managing peak of activity
becomes more complex

9
1
1

2

33

4
4

5

6

7

99

10

44
10
10

11

11

99
99

88

The usage of standard detection scenarios with usually fixed thresholds rises the alerts and
false positive volume

Manual integration of TM analysis/feedback to the KYC chain (i.e. risk scoring process)
lowers down the productivity

12
Non-existing or weak audit trail and non-existing reporting or not in real time

88

12
12

Initial due diligence related pain points
1

2

3

KYC related parties data, incl. static data not stored/maintained in a
structured manner.
Checking manually corporate data / registers weakens the audit trail
negatively impacts the operations.
Same counterparty contacted multiple times to collect
data/documents, duplicated KYC files, etc.
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4

5

1st watchlist screening not occurring in real-time. High volume of false
positives (operational impact) because not optimized business rules.

7
High volume of KYC documents to handle impacts the operations

Risk scoring process is not dynamic and/or performed in real-time. Use
of both risk score and due diligence levels ?

6

8

Lack of end-to-end workflow weakens the collaboration and decreases
productivity. Lack of digitization, paper is still heavily used

KYC documents checklists are often managed manually.
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Enhancing the KYC chain
AML/CTF technology solutions? Complex landscape … even at local level!
Web-crawling
solution that read
open or
proprietary data
sources

Ad’hoc open
source
intelligence
reports

Workflow
management
solution
CRM
(with more or less
AML/CTF satellite
features)

Automated KYC
document
management
End-to-end KYC
solution including
name screening
& external data

Structured
external data
sources

Low risk
High volume
KYC
Managed Services
solution

General ledger
system
(with more or less
AML/CTF satellite
features)

High risk
Low volume

The solution landscape is very wide and several dimensions apply:
• Type of actor (software vendors, FinTech, RegTech, Big4, …)

KYC registry
(KYC data &
documents
mutualization)

Transaction
monitoring
(rule based &
empty box
approach)

Digital
onboarding
solution
(end-to-end)

• Type of solution (KYC utility, digital solution, collaborative solution, …)
• Scope of features (mostly heterogeneous coverage, therefore complex to
properly assess/compare)
• Typology & volume of counterparties to handle (low risk/high volume or
high risk/low volume)

AI dedicated to
transaction
monitoring and
fraud detection

AML/CTF market
platform
(tool box approach)

• Delivery models (e.g., on-prem, SaaS, Managed Service, …)
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Contacts
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Nicolas Marinier
Partner

Maxime Heckel
Partner

Forensic & Financial Crime

Forensic & Financial Crime

Tel. +352 451 453 042
Email: nmarinier@deloitte.lu

Tel. +352 451 452 837
Email: mheckel@deloitte.lu

Anne Robin
Director

Isabelle Mougel
Director

Forensic & Financial Crime

Forensic & Financial Crime

Tel. +352 451 452 445
Email: arobin@deloitte.lu

Tel. +352 4514 52 223
Email: imougel@deloitte.lu
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CAA Circular on Cloud Outsourcing
CAA Circular 21/15
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Context
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Context
EIOPA, ESMA and EBA align on outsourcing requirements with a focus on cloud for EIOPA and ESMA
Transition period (until end 2022)

ESMA - European Securities and Markets Authority

EIOPA - European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority

July

July

ESMA publishes Guidelines
on Cloud outsourcing

ESMA Guidelines on outsourcing to Cloud applicable

Transition period (until end 2022)

July

January

EIOPA Consultation paper on the
Guidelines on outsourcing to Cloud

EIOPA Guidelines on outsourcing to Cloud applicable

EBA – European Banking Authority
Transition period (until end 2021)

CSSF

IT Outsourcing
Circular

2012

2017

BPO & IT Outsourcing BPO, IT & Cloud
Cricular
Outsourcing Circular

Feb
Update on professional secrecy
- art. 41. of Law of Financial
Sector

Feb

CAA

Update on professional secrecy art. 300. of Law of Insurance Sector
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EBA Guideline on outsourcing applicable

2020

2018

2005
2005

Sep

2023

EBA Recommandations on
outsourcing to Cloud

2022

CEBS (ex EBA) Guidelines on outsourcing
12 Guidelines

2021

March

2019

2006

Transition period (until Q1 2021)

March

TBD

Cloud Circular update

Outsourcing Circular updates

Transition period (until end 2022)

November
LC 21/15 Cloud outsourcing circular is applicable
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Key concepts
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Key concepts
Which arrangements do the Circular apply to?
The Guidelines apply to all outsourcing arrangements with cloud providers whereas many of the requirements of
the Guidelines apply only to cloud outsourcings concerning critical or important function or activity.

Article 13 (28) of
the Solvency II Directive

Outsourcing means an arrangement of any form between an insurance or reinsurance undertaking and a service
provider, whether a supervised entity or not, by which that service provider performs a process, a service or an
activity, whether directly or by sub-outsourcing, which would otherwise be performed by the insurance or
reinsurance undertaking itself.

Sec. 14 of EIOPA
Guidelines

Within this assessment, consideration should be given to whether the function or activity (or a part thereof) that is
outsourced to a service provider is performed on a recurrent or an ongoing basis and whether this function or
activity (or part thereof) would normally fall within the scope of functions or activities that would or could normally
be performed by undertaking, even if the undertaking has not performed this function or activity in the past itself.

Sec. 16 of EIOPA
Guidelines

In cases where the undertaking outsources operational functions or activities to service providers which are not
cloud service providers but rely significantly on cloud infrastructures to deliver their services (for example, where the
cloud service provider is part of a sub-outsourcing chain), the arrangement for such outsourcing falls within the
scope of the EIOPA Guidelines.
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Key concepts
Outsourcing of critical or important function or activity
Prior to entering into any outsourcing arrangement with cloud service providers, the
undertaking should assess if the cloud outsourcing arrangement relates to an operational
function or activity that is critical or important as further specified in Guideline 7.

28
The critical or important functions as outcome of the
risk assessment taking into account:

Guideline 7
Cloud outsourcing of a critical or
important operational function as
referred to in Solvency II Directive
and in Delegated Regulation
Identification of critical or
important functions should be
performed in accordance with
EIOPA Guideline on System
Governance (Guideline 60)

•

Potential impact of outages, disruptive events or
failure of cloud service provider

•

Potential impact of cloud outsourcing
arrangement on the ability to manage risk,
comply with legal and regulatory requirements
and conduct appropriate audits

•

Undertakings aggregated exposure to the same
cloud service provider

•

Size and complexity of the undertaking’s business
areas affected by the cloud outsourcing
arrangement

•

The ability to transfer the proposed cloud
outsourcing to another cloud service provider or
reintegrate the services

•

The protection of personal and non-personal data
and the potential impact of a confidentiality
breach or failure (GDPR)

.

Cloud outsourcing materially affecting
the risk profile of the undertaking
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Key concepts
Cloud Outsourcing: there are 5 internationally recognized characteristics

Measured Service
Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource. Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing
transparency for the provider and consumer.

On Demand, Self-Service
Users can provision computing capabilities as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each service provider.

Rapid Elasticity
Resources can be provisioned and released elastically to scale rapidly based on demand. To the user, resources often appear as infinite
and can provisioned as required.

Resource Pooling
The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers, with resources reassigned according to demand. Customer
generally has no knowledge over the exact location of the resources.

Cloud Characteristics

Broad Network Access
Available over the network and accessed through various client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations).

Data Access
Apart from exceptional situations, the external service provider does not access the data and systems of their customers, unless the
customers provide their consent to access and the service provider provides monitoring

Manual Interaction
The external service provider performs day-to-day management of resources without manual interaction (i.e. an automated system
provisions resources)
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What are the requirements?
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Key requirements
What are the key requirements of the Circular?

12. Monitoring and oversight

1. Outsourcing Policy

11. Termination Rights & Exit Strategy

10. Information Security

2. Record of Cloud Outsourcing
Arrangements

3. Regulatory Notification

Key requirements

9. Access and Audit Rights

8. Contractual Requirements & SubOutsourcing

4. Pre-Outsourcing Analysis

7. Due Diligence

5. Professional Secrecy

6. Risk Assessment
© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL
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Key requirements
Requirements of the Circular can be split in an Outsourcing Process & Governance

Governance framework
1. Outsourcing Policy

Planning

Implementation

2. Record of Cloud Outsourcing
Arrangements

Operation

4. Pre-Outsourcing Analysis

3. Regulatory Notification

10. Information Security

5. Professional Secrecy

8. Contractual Requirements &
Sub-Outsourcing

12. Monitoring and oversight

6. Risk Assessment

Termination

11. Termination Rights &
Exit Strategy

9. Access and Audit Rights

7. Due Diligence
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Key requirements
Focus on CAA Notification

With the right stakeholders
Involve the right stakeholders
3. Regulatory Notification
In the case of critical and important
cloud outsourcings institutions should
notify the supervisory authority of
details of the outsourcing, including,
e.g. a brief description of the services
being outsourced, details of the cloud
provider, the deployment model, etc.

© 2021, Deloitte Tax & Consulting, SARL

While cloud is usually an IT project,
legal, risk, compliance and the
department using the cloud
solution are stakeholders of the
outsourcing

On time

Just enough detail

Notify just in time – not too early
and not too late

Put yourself in the shoes of the
reader.

The project has to be mature
enough to provide relevant insight
and the notification should be early
enough to allow questions from the
authority (CAA)

The notification file should not be
too technical, should not use a
vocabulary that is too specific to
the organization. But it should
provide enough detail for the
reader at CAA to understand the
project.
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Key requirements
Focus on Risk Assessment
Other authorities recommend using the ENISA’s Cloud Computing Risk Assessment which
provides a framework to analyze 35 risks such as loss of governance, lock-in, isolation
failure, compliance risks, management interface compromise, data protection, insecure
or incomplete data deletion, or malicious insider
Specific risks considered in the ENISA’s Cloud Computing Risk Assessment

5. Risk Assessment
In relation to critical or important
outsourcings, institutions should
carry out a cost/benefit analysis,
assess the legal, ICT, compliance and
reputational risks arising from the
outsourcing (and any oversight
limitations), the extent of any
subcontracting by the service
provider, and any concentration risk.

Policy and
organizational

Technical

Legal

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Lock-in
Loss of governance
Compliance challenges
Loss of business
reputation due to cotenant activities
Cloud service
termination or failure
Cloud provider
acquisition
Supply chain failure

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Resource exhaustion
Isolation failure
Cloud provider malicious insider
Management interface
compromise
Intercepting data in transit
Data leakage on up/download
Insecure or ineffective deletion of
data
Distributed denial of service
(DDoS)
Economic denial of service (EDoS)
Loss of Cryptographic Keys
Undertaking malicious probes or
scans
Compromise service engine
Conflicts between customer
hardening procedures and cloud
environment

•
•
•

Subpoena and ediscovery
Risk from changes of
jurisdiction
Data protection risks
Licensing risks

Source: https://resilience.enisa.europa.eu/cloud-security-and-resilience/publications/cloud-computing-benefits-risks-and-recommendations-for-information-security

ENISA’s risk heat map
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Contacts
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Contacts
Risk Advisory services
Compliance assessment

Assisting in communications
with the regulator

Gap analysis of our client’s cloud projects compliance against laws and regulations and pragmatic recommendations for improvement
Preparation (or quality assurance) of application files and participation to meetings with the regulator, e.g.:
• Notifications & authorization requests for financial professionals wishing to use cloud solutions
• Authorization requests for Support PSFs wishing to offer cloud solutions
• Gap analysis to CSSF requirements for Cloud Service Providers wishing to expand in Luxembourg financial sector

Key Contacts
Roland Bastin
Partner
Information & Technology Risk Leader

Laureline Senequier
Director
Member of ABBL’s Task Force on Outsourcing and
Cloud Computing

Stéphane Hurtaud
Partner
Cyber Risk Services Leader

Onur Ozdemir
Director
Member of ABBL’s Task Force on Cloud Computing

Aleksandra Suwala
Manager
Risk Advisory

Irina Hedea
Partner
Governance, Regulatory & IT Risk
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Remuneration – pt. 1 : Regulatory
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Remuneration Principles
Context
During the G20 Pittsburgh Summit, held in September 2009, the Finance Ministers and Governors based on the recommendations of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) defined key principles and
recommendations on remuneration matters that ought to lead towards more transparency and sustainably within the financial service industry. Indeed, and as per the recommendations of the FSB, it was
deemed that compensation at significant financial institutions was one factor among many that contributed to the financial crisis that began in 2007. Subsequently, the FSB raised the necessity to embed in
the broader financial regulatory reform program measure regulating compensation systems, with the aim to guarantee sound and effective risk management in line with the long-term profitability of an
institution. To this end, the EU, published over the pas decade, different regulatory frameworks encompassing main remuneration rules and requirements across the different sub industries, notably:

Level of remuneration restrictions
Even though, the underlying
principles
on
remuneration
requirements are identical across
sub-industry,
effective
application and implementation
of rules may vary.

Level of guidance issued

Capital Requirements Directive (CRD)

Undertakings for collective
investment in transferable securities
Directive (UCITS)

Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive (AIFMD)

Insurance and Reinsurance
(Solvency II)
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Remuneration Principles
Overview of the principle with regard to remuneration rules across industry

1

Remuneration Policy
• Written remuneration policy
• Effective implementation & annual review

3

Balance
• Balance between Fixed and variable pay
• Allow flexibility on variable remuneration due to balance

6

Performance assessment criteria
• Qualitative & Quantitative
• Multi–Year framework

3

Governance
• Governance mechanisms
• Remuneration Committee where applicable

4

Instruments & deferrals
• Payment through financial instruments
• Deferral over a multi-year framework

7

Other remuneration
• Severance payments, guaranteed
variable compensation etc.

2

Identified Staff / Key functions
• Material impact on an institution's risk profile
• Specific provisions in regard to the remuneration

5

Malus / Clawback
• Failure is not rewarded
• Retaining of variable remuneration

8

Transparency & Disclosure
• Internal disclosure
• External disclosure

The Solvency II framework acknowledges that remuneration policies and practices which provide incentives to take risks that exceed the approved risk tolerance limits of insurance and
reinsurance undertakings undermine the effective risk management of such undertakings. Therefore, it provides for provisions on remuneration for the purposes of the sound and prudent
management of the business and in order to prevent remuneration arrangements which encourage excessive risk.

However, remuneration principles defined in the Solvency II and the Delegated Regulation ((EU) 2015/35) are high-level and leave considerable discretion to undertakings and supervisory
authorities, divergent practices have emerged across the European Union. To this end the EIOPA, has issued a guidance with regard to remuneration, focusing on a set of remuneration
principles identified in the Delegated Regulation. The aim is to provide supervisory authorities with guidance on the interpretation of certain principles.
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Remuneration Principles
EIOPA: OPINION ON THE SUPERVISION OF REMUNERATION PRINCIPLES - EIOPA-BoS-20-040 (1/2)

Scope of
application

“[…]the remuneration policy applies to the undertaking as a whole, and contains
specific arrangements that take into account the tasks and performance of the
administrative, management or supervisory body, persons who effectively run the
undertaking or have other key functions and other categories of staff whose
professional activities have a material impact on the undertaking's risk profile […].”

• Even though overall remuneration principle would remain applicable to the undertaking as a whole, specific
arrangement would only apply to the following members of staff and provided their annual variable
remuneration exceeds EUR 50,000 and represents more than 1/3 of their total annual remuneration
• Application to: Members of the administrative, management and supervisory body (AMSB), Other executive
directors who effectively run he undertaking and Key function holders
• The above threshold, has been aligned with new provisions set-ou under CRD V for Banks.

Balance

Clarifications under EIOPA

“[…] where remuneration schemes include both fixed and variable components, such
components shall be balanced so that the fixed or guaranteed component represents
a sufficiently high proportion of the total remuneration to avoid employees being
overly dependent on the variable components and to allow the undertaking to
operate a fully flexible bonus policy, including the possibility of paying no variable
component[…].”

• No specific threshold is set as to define a maximum ratio of variable to fixed remuneration. However, the EIOPA
considers that the a 1:1 ratio is a cause for investigation, notably, the supervisory authority whether the
remuneration policy is balanced with regard to the proportion of variable remuneration.
• A practice of low fixed remuneration may be cause for concern.
• Notwithstanding what precedes, one may argue the 1:1 ratio as defendable, taking into account an alignment
with CRD V.

Deferral

Delegated Regulation supplementing Solvency II

“[…] the payment of a substantial portion of the variable remuneration component,
irrespective of the form in which it is to be paid, shall contain a flexible, deferred
component that takes account of the nature and time horizon of the undertaking's
business: that deferral period shall not be less than three years and the period shall
be correctly aligned with the nature of the business, its risks, and the activities of the
employees in question […]”

• Substantial proportion: the deferral of 40% of the variable remuneration is considered substantial. When the
deferral is lower than 40% supervisory authorities are recommended to engage with the undertakings to better
understand the specific situation;
• The deferral should apply to all the variable component, both linked to short term and long term performance
horizons; and
• The deferral rate is recommended to be higher than 40% in case of a particularly high variable remuneration, e.g.,
in case of a ratio higher than 1:1. This would indeed align with principles under CRD V - for example 60% deferral.
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Remuneration Principles
EIOPA: OPINION ON THE SUPERVISION OF REMUNERATION PRINCIPLES - EIOPA-BoS-20-040 (2/2)

Severance
payments

Adjustments

Performance

Delegated Regulation supplementing Solvency II

Clarifications under EIOPA

“[…] where variable remuneration is performance-related, the total amount of the
variable remuneration is based on a combination of the assessment of the
performance of the individual (“financial and non-financial”) and of the business unit
concerned and of the overall result of the undertaking or the group to which the
undertakings belong […].”

• Financial (quantitative) criteria should cover a period which is long enough to capture the risk taken by staff
members and should be risk adjusted;
• Non-financial (qualitative) criteria that should contribute to the creation of value for the undertaking (i.e.
compliance with external and internal regulations, the efficiency of customer service management, the
achievement of strategic goals, etc.).
• Financial and non-financial criteria should be appropriately balanced (e.g., where the criteria is 80% financial and
20% non-financial the assessment framework is not appropriately balanced).

“[…] The measurement of performance, as shall include a downwards adjustment for
exposure to current and future risks, taking into account the undertaking's risk profile
and the cost of capital […].”

• Institutions shall show how the short to long-term risks, the cost of capital, capital requirements, as well as the
dividends policy have been taken into account.
• Institutions shall be able to demonstrate how the downwards adjustment works, including the rationale for the
chosen downwards adjustment and the triggers used (e.g. bonus pool).
• Design downwards adjustments in a way that any unvested portion of the variable part of the remuneration may
be subject to malus / clawback.

“[…] termination payments shall be related to performance achieved over the whole
period of activity and be designed in a way that does not reward failure […]”

• The undertakings are able to demonstrate the (i) reasons for the termination payment, (ii) appropriateness of the
amount and (iii) criteria used to determine the amount (incl. that it is linked to the performance achieved over
time and does not reward failure). Termination payments are not granted (i) for a failure of the member leading to
the immediate cancellation of the contract or the dismissal of staff, or (ii) to a member of staff resigns voluntarily
in order to work for a different legal entity, unless such a payment is required by national labor law.
• Termination payments should, unless justified, classifies as variable remuneration and follow respective rules.
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Prime Participative
Legal Framework Governing the Prime Participative
Prime Participative

• The Prime Participative is an efficient tax
measure to allow employees to participate
under certain conditions to the profits of
their employer.
• Should all conditions be met, employees will
receive a Prime Participative, that will qualify
as employment income, with a 50% personal
income tax exemption, under Article 11513a) of the Luxembourg Income tax Law
(“LITL”).

Legal Framework Governing the Prime Participative

• On 14th October 2020, Luxembourg’s Finance Minister presented new measures in
connection with the 2021 budget law to the Chamber of Deputies. Amongst those
measures, the Draft Bill proposes several changes regarding personal income tax matters,
and notably the abolishment of the Tax Circular, which governs the Stock options (i.e.,
warrant plans) in Luxembourg, as from 1st of January 2021.
• Subsequently, on 14th December 2020 the Luxembourg Tax Authorities repealed the
aforementioned Tax Circular, effective as from the tax year 2021, hence not of application
anymore as of today.
• On 19 December 2020, Luxembourg’s 2021 Draft Bill was adopted by the Chamber of
Deputies and was published in the Official Journal on 23 December 2020 (hereafter, the
“Amended Law”). The Amended Law, entered into force on and is applicable as of 1st
January 2021, except for the applicability of some specific tax measures.
• Amongst those measures, are the introduction of a new remuneration model, called
“Prime Participative”. The new measure is introduced, with the amendment of Articles 46,
95 and 115 of the Luxembourg Income Tax Law (LITL)

An incentive governed via a legal framework
• Unlike previous remuneration models in Luxembourg (i.e., warrants), the Prime Participative is governed by a legal framework. This element is
quite important for the purpose of reassuring companies with regard to the transparency and straight forward application of the latter
incentive. To this end, the implementation of such model and its main conditions are governed by the LITL and further clarified by a tax
circular.
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Main
considerations
• The Prime Participative total pool
will depend on the employer
profits after tax
• The distribution of the Prime
Participative at individual level is at
the sole discretion of the
employer
• Should an employee receive a
Prime Participative he / she will
benefit from a 50% tax exemption
on the amount received
• Social security contributions related
to exempted salary income, such as
a PP, are not deductible for wage
tax calculation purposes
• Certain conditions shall be met at
employer / employee level for the
distribution of the Prime
Participative
• The Prime Participative is not an
acquired right if distributed once
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Prime Participative
Prime Participative, what is there to know?

To help attract and retain key employees, the Luxembourg government introduced a new tax
measure that aims to allow employees to benefit (under certain conditions) from a participation in
corporate profits. The new measure allows employers to grant a “prime participative” to some of
their employees, based on the employer’s financial results. The granted prime participative to an
individual benefits from a 50% personal income tax exemption.

Criteria / conditions to
meet at the level of the
employee(s) and
employer

• The employer would need to realize a profit.

• The Premium is deductible as an
operating expense

• The employer would need to keep regular accounts during the tax year in which the premium
is granted, as well as during the year preceding the tax year in which the premium is granted.

• Participation to the Plan is at the
discretion of the employer

• The total amount of the “profit-sharing” premium that may be allocated to employees is
limited to 5% of the positive financial results (i.e., profits) (Maximum premium pool – “MPP”)
for the fiscal year immediately preceding the fiscal year in respect of which the premium
would be allocated to employees.

• Deployable to all employees if
profits allow so

• The beneficiary of the premium must be a taxpayer who earns income from an employee
occupation for work carried out on behalf of his employer (personal affiliation to a
Luxembourg or foreign social security scheme covered by a bi- or multilateral social security
instrument).
• The premium does not exceed 25% of the employee’s gross ordinary annual remuneration
(i.e., excluding any cash, and/or in-kind benefits, bonuses, premiums, etc.) of the tax year in
which it would be allocated to the concerned employee. This percentage shall be assessed for
each beneficiary on a case-by-case basis.
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Main observations

• Easy to implement & transparent
to tax authorities (i.e., reporting)

• Premium within the respective
thresholds is exempt at 50% of
tax

• The MPP(i.e.., 5%) is to be
calculated at the level of each
employing entity, with the
exclusion of any Group notion
• If the 5% MPP is limited, and the
number of employees high, not all
employees will be able to benefit
from the mechanism, thus the
employer will have to assess
eligibility based on internal criteria

• Depending on the MPP, number
of the beneficiaries the individual
premium may be limited.

• No
eligibility
criteria
for
employees to benefit from it
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